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ABSTRACT
[Confidential)

Mutual interactions between the elements of a transducer array
affect the velocities, radiation loading, directivity patterns, and the A
internal electrical and mechanical stresses within the individual ele-
ments of a given array and element design. The effects are particu-
larly serious and destructive where the individual elements are "close
packed" and small in size compared to a wavelength. These interaction
effects have been evaluated theoretically so as to include the electro-
mechanical properties of each element, the array geometry, and sev-
eral types of arrangements of the electrical terminals for a X by x
(square) array composed of 144 individual radiators whose center fre-
quency is 400 cps. *y.

The results of the computations are presented in terms of the the-
oretical velocities, radiation loading "contours," power radiated, elec-
trical input impedance, and spring displacements. These results are
compared for three different types of electrical terminal connections
as a function of the driving frequency.

Some of the more interesting results of the computations are the
following. The elements located on the perimeter of the array have a
much more uniform behavior with respect to frequency than the interior

V elements. The all-parallel connection, composed of one group of 144
elements all connected in parallel and denoted by (1,144)p has the best
performance at the lower frequencies, whereas the series-parallel
(6,24) and the series-parallel (36,4) connections have the bestperform-
ance at the high frequencies. All three types of electrical terminal
connections are characterized by power absorption from the acoustic
field at some frequency, but this effect occurs at different frequencies
for the different types of electrical connections. The phases and the
magnitudes of the velocities for these elements have rapid changes near 9

"the frequency where elements absorb power from the acoustic field. In
all cases the series-parallel connection (6,24) is the worst offender.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is an interim report on one phase of the problem; work is
continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

9. NRL Problem S02-07
Project RF 101-03-44-4052
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''HEUkJ•RTICAL INTERACTION COMPUTATIONS FOR TRANSDUCER
ARRAYS, INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT

TYPES OF ELECTRICAL TERMINAL CONNECTIONS
[Unclassified Title]

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy is engaged in an ASW program which involves a systematic study of
sonar detection systems. Much effort for the last few years has been devoted to a 400-
cps system known as the Artemis Source. In order to obtain a given power density and
to minimize the overall physical size of the transducing element, it was necessary to
"close-pack" the individual dipole elements which were employed. A thorough analysis
is required to evaluate the effects of acoustic interactions among the elements of a large,
low-frequency array composed of small elements close-packed in this manner.

During the past several years many large acoustic arrays have experienced serious
and disastrous results, particularly when trying to obtain high power or to control direc-
tional power radiation. This difficulty is traced to the acoustic interactions of array
elements and to nonlinear element behavior. In an array of radiators, each radiator
must work against the acoustic medium reaction force and against the sum of the pres-
sures, or the total interaction force, resulting from all other array radiators. This
Interaction of one radiator with another is the source of mutual acoustic immobility.

DEFINITION OF MUTUAL MECHANICAL IMMOBILITY

A mathematical expression for the mutual mechanical immobility between two iden-
tical circular pistons vibrating in the plane of an infinite rigid baffle has been developed
by Pritchard.* His expression forms the basic starting point for the treatment contained
in this report. If the radius of the individual pistons is a and the separation between the
centers of the pistons is d (Fig. 1), the mutual immobility y,1 given by Pritchard for
d > 2a is

2 (a+ j 61 povta ~ (i.) (k.) et,(kd)(1

where

ck) 2 ,~::L)J (ka) J,+(ka),

e,(kd) Vi2p [J. 1(kd) + fl-I)' J. (k. ]

and r and J are the gamma and Bessel functions, respectively.

*R. L. Pritchard, "Directivity of Acoustic Linear Point Arrays," Appendix C, Harvard
University Acoustics Research Laboratory, Tech. Memo. No. Z1, Jan. 15, 1951.
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_j,

Fig. I - Geometry of two
identical circular pistons

Figures 2(a) and (b) give plots of the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the
immobility function y,2 versus the separation between the two pistons and illustrates the
oscillatory behavior of this function. The curves of Figs. 2(a) and (b) apply to the cases
whore ka = 0.2426, 1.1167, 1.5819, and 2.000 and give both the real and imaginary parts
of the radiation Immobilities for many values of the separation kd of the two pistons. The J.1
curves are plotted in dimensionless form so that it is necessary to multiply the ordinate
by pvA in order to obtain the actual value in the correct units. These curves serve to
illustrate the fact that, for elements whose physical size is relatively large (with respect
to a wavelength), the interaction impedance coefficients are relatively small compared to
the self-load y of the element. It is obvious that one may obtain the same result with
small elements when they are separated by large distances, that is, small interaction
load compared to the self-load. For small elements the mutual impedance coefficient is
of the order of the self-impedance for close spacing. Therefore, for small, closely
spaced elements one may expect to encounter pronounced interaction effects under unfa-
vorable operating conditions.

MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS

To indicate the general procedure of how one may include the effects of interaction
between various radiators, one begins with two identical circular pistons. Th•e net radia-
tion force on the first piston is given by

f I (

and for the second piston by

where ys , is the self-radiation immobility which is associated with a single piston in the
* absence of all other acoustic sources and scatterers, v1 is the velocity of the first pie-

ton, and v2 is the velocity of the second piston. As the distance of piston I to piston 2 is
the same as from 2 to 1, y,, a Y, using Eq. (1), and since the two pistons are identical,
Yl = I The net radiation immobility is defiIned as the net radiation force divided by
the volocity of the element; therefore, for piston 1, the net radiation immobility is given
by

-YV 1Jj (4 )

and thi net radiation Immobility for piston 2 in

CONFIDENTIAL
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11 there are more than one pair of pistons, then each pair wiP. be considered inde-pendently as a first approximation, and the net radiation immobility is given by extending
the above eauations to inritide tho n-etfl.d-a! dltc,

It is noted that the symbols y,, and ,, 2 have been employed for the radiation immo-bility. This symbolism is based upon the mobility analugy where one chooses the forceas analogous to current and the velocity as analogous to voltage. Since this report isconcerned only with magnetic-field-type transducers, where the force developed is pro-portional to the current, it is convenient to use immobility quantities for the mechanical
components of the transducer.

EQUATIONS DESCRIBING SPECIFIC TYPES OF
ELECTRICAL TERMINAL CONNECTIONS

The following equations are presented in order to illustrate how one may include theinteraction effects in an array of radiators, with the inclusion of a passive electrical net-work in the electrical terminals of each element, and how to drive the radiating elementswith three different types of electrical terminal connections. In addition, these equationswill include the effects of the mechanical terminals. These elements are considered tobe magnetic devices, each of which is representable by an equivalent circuit as shown in
Fig. 3.

ILk ZLk ZCk - 7

[Pkk

IT1pk 7~&.1

PFig, 3 - Equivalent electromechanical circuit
for the radiating device (transducer)

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF A SINGLE ARTEMIS TR-11C
TRANSDUCER ELEMENT, INCLUDING PASSIVE
ELECTRICAL NETWORK

The equations for a single transducer element are as follows (see Fig. 3):*

- r rk (0a)

. r = r4'k (Sb)

'IA. ), - i ('7)

,Ik -" yi NA + YdA (Uk - Up*) (9)
*See List of Symbols at end of report for definition of symbols.

1*1 CONFIDENTIAL
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Ilk ý /Pk+ir,,. (10)

Since the oniy acousti.c sources assumed in this problem are those associated with the
mutual immobility, the force f,,, is neglected. Equations (8) and (9) then yield

" "r Y• -(Ym, + YrM)
_______ + (/'m4 ,,, (11)

and Eqs. (7) and (11) yield

Uak .vn + • (12)

Fince

Epk Enh + I Th zch,•

Eqs. (13) and (6b) yield

Mph T tuab + T, Y Ze' (14)1

Combining Eqs. (6a), (7), and (9) give
1l,,d YM + Yok s(Vy + ,ymr) + •,p, O.m + Ysk)

TI~htqk(51v.:.

Combining Eqs. (6b), (10), and (13) give
TIL= T(Ipk +I•T) TYph phk + r,

= TYpk(ETk•+IrkZ ck) + TIrF

TIM(YpA 4- 1) + TSYk~k

and using Eq. (12) yields if

TIM YPkZok (/mni In. + (4.1 + Yml)(yak + T21Zck) + (y',j 4Y. h + T2/Zok) y, )

(/insymp + yah(ym4+ymP) + (Ymi~1'ah)yifh+ Up
/mi (1

The preceding derivations are useful for any single element or any number of ele-
ments whose electrical terminals are connected in parallel. Now if a series connection
of electrical terminals is desired, consider the relationship between the individual ele-
ment voltages and the voltage across a set of a elements in series. This leads to the fol-
lowing relations:

CONFIDENTIAL
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aa

S ELk + Ep

- Lk Lk + I PkYPk
k=1 k-1

-- IA + Irk ZCk + T 7k

a

E 'Lk ZLA + i Irk ZekI+ T 14. (17)
k-i k-1 .

and

T(*mi + YM, + Yr k) U, k
k-, k.i

'"+ Zc)kt (Yml'Ymr "p Yak (Ymin+Vinr) + Y/rk(Ymi + Yak)

LA~ TIZJJ + [Y-iL Yom r + (YM + YW) (Yoh+ /ch)

As an example, consider a group with six elements in series electrically, and thentl consider 24 of these groups in parallel. The upper limit a in the above equations would

then be equal to six, and E would be the voltage impressed across each of these groups ofsix elements. This arrangement would develop Ix 24 voltage equations, and in each group
of six elements the common currents ILk may be equated to each other, i.e.,

"L I = 'L2 = ILa 1 1a = 'L 6

"This generates five independent current equations per group of six, or a total of 5 X 24.
120 current equations. Therefore the total number of equations (current plus voltage) is
24 + 120 , 144 simultaneous complex equations in 144 unknowns. Unfortunately, this
model is not completely general and will give a unique description for the following cases
investigated: all elements in parallel, i.e., all 144 elements arranged as one group con-
nected electrically in parallel, denoted by the symbol (1,144), all elements in series
(144,1), and the series-parallel cases (6,24) and (36,4). One could have made the passive
network a r network and this would only add mathematically an impedance to Zck such
thatZ k ". ZoA + Za.

CONFMDENTIAL
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The following basic assumptions have been applied to the analysis to follow:

1. The expressions derived by Pritchard for the interaction between two circular
pistons in an infinite rigid baffle is an adequate first approximation to the interaction
between two square pistons having the same volume velocity and no baffle at all (see
Appendix A).

2. The shape of the velocity distribution over the surface of any given radiator is
not altered by the pressure produced by other radiators which are interacting (that is,
linear superposition holds).

3. Those effects which are similar te diffraction phenomena can be neglected for
first-order solutions.

4. The transducing elements are linear devices,

5. Reflecting surfaces behind an array of dipoles have a negligible effect on the net
radiation load over the surface opposite to a reflector.

6. Holes between the front and back of an array have a negligible effect on the net
radiation load.

The transducer element with which this paper is concerned has a magnetic field
across an air gap as the source of mechanical force. The electromechanical circuit of
one of the elements is presented in Fig. 3. There is a pair of electrical terminals, a
term z called "clamped impedance," a quantity associated with the "lumped spring,"
"denoted by .,,, and two velocities u, a and vi . The velocity of the inner mass with re-
spect to an inertial reference is u and u,, is the velocity of the radiating mass rela-
tive to an Inertial reference.

The transducer array of which these elements
are members will be discussed with the aid of

44Fig. 4. The actual square transducer element has
SARRAY 0F ELEMENTS been replaced by the equivalent (equal volume ye-

locity) circular piston, and these elements (144
1 1 2 45individual radiators) are "close-packed" into an

3 4 i 1 1 1 9 a array whose boundaries are a wavelength on each
side.

This paper will present some effects that the
~' electrical terminals have on the behavior of the

individual radiators and on the array. In order to
observe this effect, three distinct electrical con-
nections for theoretical computations were se-

to 1 lected. These three connections are:

1 2 3 4 5 6 5 4 3 2 1 1. All electrical terminals are connected in
parallel (electrically) to an electrical source of

PHYSICALLY ASSIGNED SYMMETRY POSITIONS voltage (connection 1).

Fig. 4 - Transducer array 2. All electrical terminals in one quadrant
:ontaintng 144 radiating ele- of the array are connected in series (electrically),

ments arranged in a square and the four quadrants are connected in parallel to
matrix an electrical source of voltage (connection 2).

CONFIDENTIAL
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3. Ihe labL ai'rrmktti~eu. ung •f i-xuaww"a C" ...-.- '-r-oz-

nected in parallel, with each parallel group containing six elements connected in series

(connection 3). These above three electrical terminal connections are illustrated in
Fig. b.

There are 144 radiators in this array, hence 144 simultaneous complex equations in

144 complex unknowns. It was thought desirable to impose certain symmetry conditions

on this array due to conoiderations of cost, computer memory capability, and expediency.

In essence, the two-fold symmetry is a division of the array into four identical groups,

CONNECTION 2
(36,4)

CONNECTION I
(I, 144)

AM 2 2 a 3

AM 144 AMP 533
i RADIATORS RADIATORS

4 3.

I GROUP 4 GROUPS

CONNECTION 3

(6,24)

AMP 6

RADIATORS

4 3

6 IS

24 GROUPS

Fig, 5 - Schematic of the three distinct electrical connections
considered for the transducer array shown in Fig. 4

CONFIDENTIAL
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no by4•.4 1,., tl p.en4n"t ,'( I 'o theraatc!! nuomboer in •+k ,.4...lo. 4. 'I. A r i- h4A I .
•- -* ... .. . . . -... ... .. ........ ... ......... ... . ...... .. .. .. . . .. .

duces the number of unknowns by ki factor of four so that the solution now involves solv-
ing a set of 36 simultaneous complex equations, or 72 simultaneous real equations, in the
computer. Those computations include the parameters of the circuit describing the
mechanical and electrical properties of the individual radiators which were obtained ex-
perimentally and located in the array in such a manner as to be in agreement with the
symmetry assumed.

COMPUTED RESULTS

Electrical Connections

Connection 1 (parallel connection 1,144) has a fixed voltage (magnitude and phase)
impressed across each pair of electrical terminals; the voltage is taken to be 40 volts.
Connection 2 (series-parallel connection 36,4) has a fixed voltage impressed across the
four parallel groups, each composed of 36 pairs of electrical element terminals con-
nected in series; the voltage is equal to 1440 volts. Connection 3 (series-parallel con-
nection 6,24) has a common voltage impressed across the 24 parallel groups, each com-
posed of six pairs of electrical terminals connected in series; the voltage in this case is
equal to 240 volts. The data, such as individual velocities, individual spring displace-
ments, individual power radiated, and the average power radiated, were then adjusted to
correspond to a constant amplifier current versus frequency as determined from the data
at a frequency of 400 ops and for a given electrical terminal connection. Due to the ef-
fects of interactions, the amplifier current is not in a strict one-to-one correspondence
among the various electrical connections. As an aid in distinguishing between the name
given to a particular electrical terminal connection and the physical connections, begin
with "connection P" having all the electrical terminals connected in parallel, "connection
2" having nearly all terminals connected in series, and "connection 3" as being some-
thing in between connections 1 and 2.

The figures given in this report will, unless specifically stated otherwise, refer to
comparisons of the three electrical terminal connections previously mentioned.

Mass Velocities

Figures 6 and 7 present the results of the magnitude (cm/sec) and the phase (de-
grees) of a particular element velocity as a function of the frequency. Data for both the
external and the internal mass velocities are given. These data are presented for each
of four different positions in the array.

Figures 6(a)-(d) present comparisons of the outer mass velocity for radiator num-
bers 1, 6, 9, and 36, respectively (see Fig. 4).

Figure 6(a) shows that the corner element has a large smooth response tor the con-
nection 2 case as opposed to the small smooth response of the connection 1 case. The
response for connection 3 lies between the other two and is rather erratic. Phase com-
parisons reveal that the phases all lie close together and there Is a slowv rate of change
of phase with respect to the frequency, with the exception of some positions along the
frequency axis for the connection 3 case.

Figure 6(b) shows connection 2 to have the smoothest velocity magnitude curve, with
a large amplitude at the center of the band, and connection 1 to have a large undesirable

CONFIDENTIAL I
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selected radiating transducers. The effect of the type of electrical terminal con-

nection (#so Fig. 5) on the velocity data is illustrated for transducer elements (a)
No. 1, (b) No, 6. (c) No. 9, and (d) No. 36. The location of these elements in the 144-
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amplitude at the high-frequency end of the scale for radiator No. 6. Comparison of the
phases shows that they remain within about 30 degrees of each other over the band of

, ,, AAtC•vAU• L-U11 Uk Whe Uump at w'Iu cps.

Figure 6(c) shows that the magnitude curves for connection 2 and connection 3 have
slhifted theirx peak response to a lower frequency as compared to Fig. 6(a) and (b) and
have a sharr cutoff and a moderately flat response above this frequency. The connection
1 curve for cadiator No. 9 has shifted its peak response to a higher frequency compared
with radiator No. 1 [Fig. 6(a)]. Phase comparisons reveal a rapid change in phase for
connection 2 and a small sharp change in phase for connections 1 and 3 at the dip In the
respective curves.

Figure 6(d) for radiator No. 36 shows that there is a large dip and a large response
at the higher frequencies for connection 1. Connection 3 has two dips and a large re-
sponse within a rather narrow band of frequencies. Note in the phase curves the simi-
larity between the connection 3 and connection 2 curves. These phase curves have rapid
phase changes near the peaks and dips. The connection 1 phase curve is relatively smooth,
except at the dip in the corresponding magnitude curve where there is also a rapid change
of phase.

Figures 7(a)-(d) present comparisons of the Inner mass velocity for radiator num-
bers 1, 6, 9, and 36.

Fig, 7 - Magnitude and phase of the inner mass velocity for four selected radiating
transducers vs the frequency, The effect of the type of electrical terminal connec-
tion (aee Fig. 5) on the velocity data in illustrated fortraneducer elements (a) No. 1,
(b) No. 6,(c) No, 9, and (d) No. 36, The location of these elemnento in the 144-element
X X array is shown in Fig. 4,

3 . 5 
3 .5 O N C T O

33. - CONN.CTION /3.0 - - CONN ECTION I I, /3 . • CONN ECTI"O N

SCOINNECTION 2 / 1 CCI O CNi"IO 3

* C2 3 1 , c 0N 1 . 2 .5 -

* --3_ I 1 I

11.0 e -

0.3-0.

SI - ,;--,-- I I I I

I I- •4 44S

"ISO �0 4�0 ..0,0

40
0-c

-120-120-

10 340 360 360400 420 440 460480 500 W 34360 300400420 440 460 490WO
FRED (CPS) FpRQ i CPSI

C F) 1NI
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Figure 7(a) presents for radiator No. 1 the magnitude of the internal mass velocity
Sab iwue unciu ul 1A equtnwy. Tim l unpuuAmum lur cuinjbeLSUun 2 kill *ilu IULiku.lUI .3 aite wilA1Ah41

in form, shifted with respect to each other on the frequency axis, with connection 1 hav-
ing the smoothest response. The phases of all three are quite similar, and again con-
nection 3 has some minor phase disturbances.

Figure 7(b) shows that for radiator No. 6 there is a large response which is quite
smooth for connection 2. Connection I has a uniform response, except for the pronounced
dip near the air resonant frequencies. Connection 3 is again quite erratic with a pro-
nounced dip at the lower frequencies. Phase comparisons reveal phase changes for con-
nection 3 at the lower frequencies and phase changes for connection 1 at the higher fre-
quencles.

Figure 7(c) presents the response for radiator No. 9. This is the radiator with the
largest velocity magnitude in the array. Connection 2 has a sharp cutoff with an ensuing
flat response at the higher frequencies, whereas the connection 3 response peaks again.
Connection 1 has a relatively smooth response over this frequency band. Connection 2
and connection 3 both have relatively rapid phase changes in the neighborhood of the dip
in the response curves.

Figure 7(d) shows that all three of the curves for radiator No. 36 are somewhat mis-
behaved, with connection 3 being the most serious offender. Note at the frequency at

which there is a sharp dip in response
that there is a corresponding rapid
change in the phase of the velocity.

r\ . CE I There are dips in the magnitude curve
4.0 -,- GTO 2 for connection 3 at three distinct4.0 CO\-IO 3...• • ,

3.e /lit'\3.• • CONNECTIONl 2

30- 
0- CONlNECTION3

!,/--\:\~ /. -- CN0?04

2 .0-

' , I¢ '•.•,.._ • j1.0

0 -- 
L I I I II I I I I i, j.,

ISO ISO

120- 
120 -

V,.,0-20-

.60 -. 1 60 -

-120O -120 -

3040 360 3ao 400 420 440 460 460 500 320 340 36O 360 400 420 440 4110 460 500
F"99 (CPS) FREQ (CPS)

Ic) Id I

Fig. Fig. 7
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3.0
I Ul frequencies, with corresponding rapid

2 5 il -' • * \ changes in phase. Connection 1 has a
large dip and a rapid change of phase at a

2- //frequency of 450 cps, which is near the
U \air resonant frequency.

.0 'Figure 8 presents a comparison for
radiator No. 36 of the magnitude and

0.5 phases of the external (solid line) and in-
ternal (dashed line) mass velocities for

o the all-parallel connection. Note here the
1c0 nearly equal amplitudes near the cross-

"over of the phase at the air resonant
frequency.

""60

0- •Spring Displacements

64o . Figures 9(a)-(d) present comparisons
of the individual element spring displace-

-20 \ment magnitude (mile) and displacement
.1 phase (degrees) as a function of frequencys i 4Q0 Mo 0 400 420 440 4•0 480 c00 for each of four different positions in the

FiQ r (CPS) array and for the three cases of electrical

Fig. 8 - Magnitude and phase of the terminal connections.

outer (solid line) and inner (dashed
line) mass velocities ve the frequency Figures 9(a) and (b) present some
for the transducer located at position comparisons of the spring displacements
No. 36 in the 144-element xx x array for radiator No. 1 and No. 6, respectively,
depicted in Fig. 4. These data are for the three connections under considera-
for the connection I case (all-parallel tion. The magnitude of the spring dis-
connection), placement is the largest for connection 2.

The spring displacements are the most
erratic for connection 3. The phases of

the spring displacement are quite similar, with minor changes that correspond to the
peaks and dips in the spring displacement magnitudes. The displacement magnitude Is
somewhat less for radiator No. 6 as compared to radiator No. 1,

Figures 9(c) and (d) present some comparisons of the spring displacements for ra-
diators No. 9 and No. 36. The major displacement peaks have been shifted to a lower
frequency as compared to radiators No. 1 and No. 6. In addition, note the steeper slopes
in the magnitude, and at the frequencies where the peaks and dips occur, the phases are
changing rapidly. The phase change becomes more rapid as the center of the array is
approached. The peaks and dips, as well as the rapid changes in phase, are more pro-
nounced for connections 2 and 3.

Tables 1-4 present a comparison of data for the spring displacement (magnitude) as
a function of position in the array. Table 1 presents the connection 1, connection 3, and
connection 2 cases, from left to right, for a frequency of 390 cps, These data are pre-
sented for one-quarter of the array, with the other parts of the array data symmetrically
located. Table 2, in the same order, presents data for a frequency of 405 cps. Table 8
presents data for a frequency of 450 cps and Table 4 presents data for a frequency of
480 cps.
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Fig. 9 Malnitude and phase of the spring displacement for four seloctod radiating
transducers ve the frequency, The effect of the type of electrical terminal connec-
tion (moo Fig. 5) on the displacement data im illustrated for transducer elements (a)
No. l. (b) No. 6, (c) No. 9. and (d) No, 36, The location of theme elements in the 144-
element X xX array.is shown in FiL. 4.
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Tables 1 and 2 show that connection I has a moderately uniform spring displacement
magnitude., whereas connection 3 and nonnAnttnn .2 havf a wvaition nf athn_-t A1. +hrri-h-m
out the array.

Table 3 IhowR that connection I and connection 3 have variation in the spring dis-
placement of about 10:1, whereas connection 2 has the least variation of about 3:1. The
largest spring displacement occurs for the case of connection 3.

Table 4 shows that connection 1 has a variation in the spring displacements of about
8:1, connection 3, a variation of 6:1, and connection 2, a 2:1 variation.

These tables further support the previous data that the all-parallel connections pro-
vide the safest spring behavior at the lower frequencies and that connection 2 is the
safest at the high frequencies.

Radiated Power

Figures 10(a)-(d) present a comparison of the individual element radiated power as
a function of frequency for each of four different radiator positions in the array andfor
the three cases of electrical terminal connections.

Figure 10(a) for radiator No. 1 reveals the large amount of power radiated over a
frequency range of a few cycles for the case of connection 2. The second largest in ra-
diated power over the central part of the frequency band Is shown by the curve for con-
nection 3, with the curve for connection 1 having two peaks at the higher frequencies.

Figure 10%t) presents the power curve for radiator No. 6. The radiated power for
connection 2 ari been reduced, while for connection 1 the output has been increased at
the lower frequncies as compared to radiator 1. The power output for connection 3 has
been diminishfid with respect to radiator 1; in addition, there is a severe dip in the curve
at 400 cpso

Figure 10(c) presents the power curve for radiator No. 9. This curve shows that for
connection 2 the peak output power has shifted to a lower frequency as compared to ra-
diators 1 and 6, and there is a severe dip at 420 cps. At 420 cps this radiator is absorb-
Ing power from the acoustic field. The curve for connection 3 has a large peak and dip
at 400 and 420 cps, respectively. The curve for the all-parallel connection is rather
broad at the lower frequencies and then drops rapidly above 470 cps, until at 483 cps this
radiator begins to absorb power from the acoustic field.

Figure 10(d) presents the curve for radiator No. 36. Connection 2 and connection 3
curves have large dips at 400 cpa (going negative) and large narrow peaks at 420 cps.
Connection 1 has a large, smooth radiated power curve below 430 cps, while above 430
cps this radiator absorbs power from the medium over a 25-cycle frequency band cen-
tered about the air resonant frequency.

Figure 11 presents a comparison of the average power radiated per element of the
array as a function of the frequency for the three cases of electrical connection. Con-
nection 1 has the lowest Q and lowest radiated power ohLle connection 2 has the highest
Q and highest radiated power per unit current input.
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Fig. 10 - Radiated power vs frequency for four selected radiating transducers. The
effect of the type of electrical terminal connection (see Fig. 5) on the radiated power
is illustrated for transducer elements (a) No. 1, (b) No. 6, (c) No, 9, and (d) No. 36.
The location of these elements in the 144-element Xx X. array is shown in Fig. 4.
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Radiation Loads

Figures 12(a) and (b) present a comparison of the average real and imaginary com-
ponents, respectively, of the radiation load as a function of the frequency. Note in Fig.
12(a) that the "hole" in all three cases covers approximately the same width in cps. One
notes that connection 1 (all parallel) presents a uniform load for the real component for
frequencies less than 440 cps and that connection 3 presents a rather erratic radiation
load at nearly all frequencies.

Figure 12(b) presents an extremely erratic behavior of the imaginary component of
radiation load for connection 3 case, particularly between 380 and 430 cps. The all-
parallel connection (i.o., connection 1) has a uniform load from 340 to 430 cps, and above
430 cps it has a rather disturbing variation. Connection 2 has a more moderate variation
in the reactive load as a function of frequency.

Input Impedances

Figures 13(a)-(d) present the components of the input impedance at the electrical
terminals of each element. The units on the axes are the practical ohm for both the re-
sistance R and the reactance x parts of the impedance.

Figure 13(a) presents the impedance with the frequency (cps) as a parameter for
radiator No. 1. Note for connection 1 the moderately well behaved impedance rurve con-
taining a small loop near the upper end of the frequency scale. Connection 2 and connec-
tion 3 both have many of these small loops at several frequencies, with the consequence
of the Impedance curve being a dietorted circle. All of the curves reveal a lightly loaded
condition for this corner element.
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Fig, 12 - Average radiation load vs the frequency for each element of the 144-
element array, The data shown are for (a) the real part and (b) the imaginary part
of the radiation load. The ordinate axeo are given in units of poA. The effect of the
type of electrical terminal connection on the radiation load is illustrated,

Figure 13(b) gives the impedance curve for radiator No. 6. Note the reduction in
size of the curve when compared to Fig. 13(a). Connection 1 has a very distorted curve.
Connection 3 curve reveals the lightly loaded condition, resulting in a more nearly cir-
cular plot.

Figure 13(c) presents the impedance curve of radiator No. 9. Connection 1 and con-
nection 3 curves are more nearly circular, with connection 2 indicating a lighter load
and, at some frequencies, having negative resistance values as well as negative react-
ance values,

Figure 13(d) presents the curves of the impedance for radiator No. 36, The curve
for connection 1 has its major part in the negative resistance and reactance quadrants of
the impedance plot. In fact, all three curves have negative resistance values, with con-
nection 3 curve indicating the heaviest positive load at the mechanical terminals.

Radiation Load.Contours

Connection 1 - Figures 14-16 present the real and imaginary parts of the radiation
load "contours," in dimensionless units, for the all-parallel connection. The diameter of
the individual transducer elements is 2a, and the sides of the array are 2w. The value
assigned to each radiation contour is given to only one decimal place and was obtained by
dropping all digits beyond the first decimal place. For example, all radiation load values
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between 0.3 and 0.4 were assigned the value 0.3; all values between 0.0 and -0.1 were
assigned the value -0.0, etc.

The points on the figures define the centers of the individual elements, and contour
lines enclose points of equal assigned values.

Figure 14(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array is driven at
a frequency of 340 cps. There is a progressive increase in the radiation load from a low
value at the corner to a high value at the center of the array. The radiation load pattern
has a sort of circular symmetry. The corresponding velocity distribution (external ve-
locity) is highest for the outer elements and smallest in the interior, with a total maxi-
mum variation of approximately 10 percent where the average is 0.55.

Figure 14(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. The central part of
the array hats essentially a zero reactive load and increases away from the center toward
an edge. The phase angle of the velocity is highest at the center of the array and falls off
toward an edge. There is a total variation in velocity phase angle of about 25 degrees
where the average phase angle is about 50 degrees.

Figure 15(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array is driven at
a frequency of 400 cps. There is a progressive increase in the radiation load from an
edge toward the center, with a larger variation in the extreme values as compared to the
340-cps pattern. Note that the pattern is broken up into rather small pieces. The veloc-
ity distribution is not as uniform as the 340-cps pattern, with the high values still on the
outside edge and a total variation of approximately 15 percent where the average it 0.86.

Figure 15(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. In the corners the
Imaginary part of the radiation load is positive and nearly uniform, falling off toward the

0 0

' 6 . . . .

c4oO ne• 0p

Avg101

Flg. 14 - Contour, of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at •40 cpa. The dots represent the positions of the
transducer element, in the array. The data are for the conntection 1 case (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 15 - Contours of tile (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at 400 cpa. The dots represent the positions of the
transducer elemuents in the array. The data are for the connection 1 case isee Fig. 5),

interior and becoming negative near the center of the array, The phase angle of the ye-
locity is nearly uniform throughout the array, with an average of 356 degrees.

Figure 16(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array ii driven at
a frequency of 450 op. (the air resonant frequency). There iMl a progressive increase in
the value of radiation load from an edge toward the center, and then near the center the
load becomes negative. The velocity distribution is still highest for the outer elements,
with a total variation in magnitude of 60 percent and an average of 0.77,

Figure 16(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. Here, one observes
a rather chaotic pattern, with large variations in loading existing throughout the array
and with a considerable portion of the center elements having large negative values. The
phase angles of the velocities among the elements of the array have a maximum variation
of about 90 degree and an average of 320 degrees.

Connection B - Figures 17-19 present the real and imaginary part of the radiation
load "contour." for the connection 3 case.

Figure 17(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array is driven at
a frequency of 340 ops. There is a progressive increase in the radiation load from an
edge towai 1 the center, similar to the all-parallel case. There is not the same high de-
gree of symmetry as is evident in the all-parallel case. There is approximately a 3:1
variation across the array in the values of the radiation load. The variation along the
diagonal is approximately equal to the square of the variation along an edge. There is a
variation of approximately 10 percent in the magnitude of the velocities where the aver-
age velocity 0manitude is 0.50.
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Fig. 16 - Contours of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at 450 cpu, The dots represent the positions of the
transducer elements in the array. The data are for the connection 1 case (see Fig. 5).
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Fig, 17 - Contours of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at 340 cpu. The dote represent the positions of the
transducer elements in the array. The data are forth. connection 3 came tees Fig,5).
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Figure 17(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. The values for the
,,, • •,.4A,,AA, &AMAULWU,,1LU1 Well reverbing, 1AILIng Lo zero

at the center. The phase angle of the velocity is highest at the center of the array with a
maximum variation of 16 degrees. The average phase is 52 degrees. i

Figure 18(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array is driven at
a frequency of 400 cps. There appears to be no well-defined pattern for this "contour,"
with the values being similar to the 450-cps all-parallel connection [Fig. 16(a)]. This
contour has a lower degree of symmetry than any of the all-parallel patterns. The aver-
age value here is less than the all-parallel average. The velocity distribution is some-
what erratic with respect to position in the array, and in general the larger values are
located at the edges with a total variation of about 70 percent. The average velocity mag-
nitude Is 0.98.

Figure 18(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. The values at the
edges are not as uniform as the all-parallel case, and the central element values have
become larger negatively. In addition, this pattern is not as symmetric as the 400-cps
all-parallel case [Fig. 15(b)]. The phase angles of the velocities are very erratic, with
a total variation of 111 degrees. The average phase angle to 214 degrees.

Figure 19(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the, array is driven at
a frequency of 450 cpu. Although all values are now positive, there is still considerable
distortion in the pattern. The outer elements of the array have the lower values of load
increasing toward the center of the array, then near the center the value of the load drops.
The average load it larger than the 400-cps all-parallel connection [Fig. 15(a)]. The
average value for the magnitude of the velocity is 0.69, with a total variation of about 74
percent.

0.2 0.4 0,3 091 -.0.3
03 0.4 0o Z 0• 0 E ' 0

ol0 E, - fl 0

L o o1'1 Du o*0.l2g 0

* Avg •0,52I 40000, Avgl,. 0,09140l
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Fig. 18 - Contours of the (a) real and (b) imaginar~y part. of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at 400 cpa. The dots represent the positimon of the
transdulcer elements in the array. Tlhe data are for the connection 3 caue(see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 19 - Contoruz' of the (a.) real and (b) imaginalry par"ts of the radiation load for'
• ~the 144.element array driven at 450 cpu. The dots represent the positions of the .
r,. ~transducer elements in the array. The data are for thel connection 3 case (see Fl1 . 5).

Figure 19(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. The outer elements
have the higher radiation load, with the central part of the array being negative. The
phase angle of the velocities have a variation of 56 degrees. The average phase angle
for the velocities iS 293 degrees.

Connection 2 - Figures 20-22 present the radiation "contours"t for connection 2,.:
Figulre 20(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array is driven at ..

a frequency of 340 ops. There is a progressive increase in value from the edge of the
array toward the center, with a resulting overall variation of an order of magnitude. The'.
magnitude of the velocities is uniform throughout the array...

Figure 20(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. There Ii a large uni-
form section in the central part of the array increasing in value toward the edge, then
falling off again at the outer edge. The phase angle of the velocity is quite uniform.

Figure 21(a) presents the real part of the radiation load when the array is driven at
a frequency of 400 ops. Note the similarity with the 400-cps connection 3 plot f Fig. 18(a)].
The extremes in the negative values are not as greatt and the pattern is more symmetric
than connection 3. The average value for connection 2 is larger than the average value
for connection 3. The distribution of velocities shows that the higher velocity radiatorsare now located on and near the major diagonal.

Figure 21(b) presents the im~aginary part of the radiation load. This plot is similar
to the 400-cpa connection 3 plot [Fig. 18(b)] of radiation load and again does not have such
extremes in the values of the reactive load, The patteri is broken up into small pieces.
The phase angles of the velocities are erratic with respect to position in the array, witha total variation in phase of 4 degrees.
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Fig. Z0 - Contours ot the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at 340 cps. The dots represent the positions of the
transducer elements in the array. The data are for the connection z case (see Fig, 5).
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Fig. 21 -Contours of the (a) re, and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load for
the 144-element array driven at 400 c-s. T-.~ dots represent the positions of the
transducer elements in the array. The data are for the connection 2 case (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 22(a) preuents the real part of the radiation Load when the array is driven at
a frequency of 450 cps. Note the large differences in the radiation load occurring be-
tweun an edge element and an adjacent inner element. All elements except those located I
in an outer row and column have a large radiation load. The outer edge elements have
the highest velocity magnitudes.

Figure 22(b) presents the imaginary part of the radiation load. The outer elements
have the highest radiation load, decreasing to zero and becoming negative at the center
of the array. The phase angles of the velocities are larger toward the center of the
array, with a total variation of 57 degrees.

Figure 23 presents the real part of the radiation load, at a frequency of 400 cps, for
the case where all of the velocities are equal, both in magnitude and phase. Note the
progressive increase in the values of the radiation load from an edge toward the center
of the array (lower right-hand corner). There is an order of magnitude variation in the
values of the radiation load for the array.

Figure 24 presents the real part of the radiation load, at a frequency of 400 cps, for
the case where there is a 180-degree reversal of the phase of the velocities between ad-
jacent elements, with all the elements having equal velocity magnitudes. Note the altera-
tion in sign of the real part of the radiation load, as well as the extremely small values
of the load. This special problem is included in the report as an illustration of a way of
obtaining an extremely poor radiation load, and hence very little radiated energy. The
mathematical model for this case would approximate the situation where the physical
array is a checkerboard arrangement of monopole and dipole radiators; that is, mono-
pole radiators are on all the black squares and dipole radiators are on all the red squares.
This would result in one surface (face) of the array having the normal impedance and the
other surface (back) having a small real radiation load.
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Fig. 22 - Contours of the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the radiation load ior
the 144-element array driven at 450 cps. The dote represent the positions of ttk..

transducer elements in the array. The data are for the connection 2 case (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 23 - Illustration of the values for Fig. 24 - Illustration of the values for
the real part of the radiation load when the real part of the radiation load when
each element in the array is driven adjacent elements in the ar~ray Are
with the same velocity, both in magni- driven 180 degrees out of phase, but
tude and phase. One-quarter of the with equal velocity amplitudes. One-
array in shown, and each element is quarter of the array is shown, and each
driven at 400 cps. element is driven at 400 cpa.

SUMMARY

In summary, some general observations may be noted. The elements located near
the outer edges of the 144-elemcnt transducer array have larger external mass velocity
magnitudes, with a smooth, moderately well behaved frequency response. The phase of
the velocity is moderately uniform over the frequency range investigated (340-500 cps).
Many of the interior element peak responses have been shifted along the frequency axis
with respect to the outer elements, and these shifts are in general toward a lower fre-
q'iency. At the center of the square array, large variations occur in the magnitudes of
the velocities with rapid changes in the phases of the velocities. The all-parallel con-
nection (connection 1) curve, for many of the elements, has a pronounced dip near the air
resonant frequency and a largepeak above the air resonant frequency.

Comparisons of the internal mass velocity for the three types of electrical terminal

connections (see Fig. 5) indicate that the elements near the edge of the array are more
moderate in their behavior than the interior elements. The mass velocity curve for con-
nection I is the least erratic, as a function of frequency, of the three curves. The closer
the element is to cbe center of thA array, the more erratic is the element behavior. In
fact, for some of the elements near the center of the array, the velocity phase for the
internal mass reverses its sign wi~h respect to the phase of the external mass velocity,
as it anould wilen power Ls absorbed from the acoustic field.

The closer the element is to the center of the array, the more drastic are the peaks
in the magnitudt. of the spring displacement. When the elements of the array are con-
necttd according to connection 3, the results are the least desirable, The phase of the
spring displacemeitt has very rapid changes as a function of frequency for the central
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eieimeo. 1he aii-paraliei connection has tne most unilorm spring displacements at tie
lower frequencies, and the connection 2 has the most uniform displacements at the higher
frequencies.

With the exception of the central elements of the array, connection 2 radiates the
largest peak power. Connection 1 has the most uniform power curve with, in general,
the broadest bandwidth. All connections result in power being absorbed from the acous-
tic field at certain frequencies near the center of the array. Connections 2 and 3 absorb
energy from the field at 400 cps, and connection 1 at 450 cps. Observations of the aver-
age power radiated do not provide any indications as to difficulties experienced by the
individual elements. For the all-parallel arrangement the array has the lowest Q value
and radiates the least amount of power per unit of averaged current.

When comparing the average real part of radiation load for the total array with re-
spect to the different connections, the erratic behavior for connections 2 and 3 are simi-
lar and occur at a much lower frequency than for connection 1. The average imaginary
part of the radiation load reveals a severe dip below 400 cps and, in addition, several
other peaks and dips for connection 3.

The impedance plots for the individual elements indicate that the elements located
on the perimeter are lightly loaded and,.that elements near the center of the array vary
in load, from a condition of absorbing energy from the acoustic field, to a heavily loaded
condition, depending on the frequency and the type of connection.

It was noted, when comparing the real part of the radiation load pattern for the three
electrical terminal connections at the low-frequency end, that their "contours" are quite
similar, with the all-parallel connection having the highest degree of circular symmetry.
The magnitude of the velocities for all three are quite uniform at the low-frequency end.
Even for a moderately uniform velocity distribution, there is an order of magnitude vari-
ation across the array in the real part of the radiation load.

It was noted, in comparing the imaginary components of the radiation load at the low-
frequency end, that the all-parallel connection has the highest degree of circular sym-
metry, although connection 2 has the most uniform load. Phase comparisons of the ve-
locities show the all-parallel to have the largest variation, with connection 2 having
nearly a constant phase.

In making comparisons at 400 cps, the all-parallel radiation load contour still re-
tains a circular symmetry even though the variations in values of the real part of the
load have increased. Connection 3 case has some elements with large, negative, real
radiation loads near the center of the array. Connection 2 case has many elements at the
center of the array having negative real parts of radiation load. In addition, connection 2
contour of the real radiation load is completely devoid of any circular symmetry. The
all-parallel connection (connection 1) has by far the largest average radiation load. The
magnitude of the velocity and the phase angle are the most uniform for the all-parallel,
whereas the magnitude of the velocity has the greatest variations for connection 2. Com-
parisons of the imaginary part of the radiation load at 400 cps show that all three con-
nections demonstrate negative loads, with the larger negative loads appearing near the
center of the array. The all-parallel has the least amount of variation, and connection 3
has the largest variation in the imaginary part of the load.

Comparisons at a frequency of 450 cps reveal that the all-parallel connection has the
lowest average real part of radiation load, with a large negative load at the center of the
array. Connection 2 plot has the largest average real part of radiation load, with a
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moderately uniform load throughout the array, except for those elements that lie hW the
outer perimeter. Note that connection 2 has the largest variations in the magnitude of
the velocities, with the all-parallel connection having the least amount of variations.
Comparisons of the imaginary parts of the radiation load at a frequency of 450 cps show
the connection 2 case to have the most uniform load, with the all-parallel having the
highest average load. Phase comparisons show connection 2 and connection S to have
similar variations, with the all-parallel (connection 1) having the greatest variations.

Computations have been made (and will be given in a later report) which show that a
single series-connected capacitor for each array element whose value tunes the clamped
reactance at 450 cps yields a reasonably well-behaved array over the entire band of fre-
quencies when all elements are connected in parallel. That is, the negative real part of
the radiation load is eliminated for all frequencies and the percentage variation in spring
displacements is much improved. Therefore, a cure for the Artemis array is the con-
nection of all elements in electrical parallel with a single-valued series capacitor for
each element which is tuned at 450 cps.
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APPENDIX A

RELATIONS OF A SQUARE PISTON TO A CIRCULAR PISTON

It the square piston is replaced by a circular piston with a radius derived on the
basis of an equal volume velocity of the square piston, then for closely spaced pistons
the mathematical models would overlap. To avoid this possibility we replaced the square
piston with a circular piston whose radius is the radius of a circle inscribed within the
square piston. This inscribed radius is used to determine Pritchard's mutual impedance
coefficients. These coefficients are then adjusted to compensate for the reduction in the
area in the following manner. We compute the self-radiation impedance for the radius of
the equal-volume-velocity circular piston and the radius of the inscribed circular piston.
The ratio of the real part of the impedances, as determined by the equal-volume-velocity
radius, to that of the inscribed radius is a multiplying factor for the real part of Pritch-
ard's coefficients. Similarly, one obtains the ratio of the reactive impedances and mul-
tiplies the reactive part of Pritchard's coefficients. In addition, for the self-impedance
we used the radius of the circle as determined by the equal volume velocity.

.4.. . .
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LIST OF SYMBOLS U

R a Voltage across the terminals of the amplifier. I

'Lk = Current through any series grouping of elements (current entering element
terminals).

Z1, ,, Complex passive impedance quantity.

Complex passive admittance quantity.

ip4 Current through Yek admittance.

ELk Voltage across Ypk terminals.

Z.A * "Clamped impedance" in air (zek a 4 + j 72 ohms at 420 cps),

Erk Voltage across primary side of ideal transformer.

Ir,- Current through "clamped impedance."

r a Turns ratio of ideal transformer (r - 1,88x 104 dynes/abamp),

th a Force flowing through secondary of ideal transformer.

a Mechanical unresponsiveness and unexcitability for the mechanical spring
"element,*

a a Immobility associated with the radiating mass* ( Ym, jw 42403,8 gm/sec).

m Immobility associated with the nonradiating mass (Yj I } 30236.4 gm/sec).

a Radiation load (y|, + ),

",h a Velocity across the spring.

u, k a Velocity of radiating mass with respect to an inertial reference frame.

2m a Length of one side of the square array (2N a 380 cm)-

p w Density of the medium (gm/cmi).

a - Velocity of sound in the medium (cm/lec).

A n Area of the element face (cm2).

a1 
* Radius of the equal-volume-velocity circular piston (O r 18.88 cm).

*See F. A. Firestone, "Twixt Earth and Sky with Rod and Tube," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 28:
1126 (1956).

tSee Appendix A.
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at f Radius of circle inscribed within the square piston (a = 14.9606 cm).

* Wavelength of sound in the medium (cm).

d, = Unit spacing of elements, center to center ((t - 31.83 cm).

The individual mechanical Q varies from 49 to 57 as a function of position in the array.
The resonant frequency in air of the individual elements varies from 443 to 454 cps.
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